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HIGHLIGHTS OF
THE CCCU/WOCCU
CONFERENCE 2019

TECU delegation at the CCCU/WOCCU Conference 2019. From left: Directors, Orville Andrews,
Brent Zephyrine, Leonard Chan Chow with Brian Tangwell, General Manager and Mervyn Baptiste,
Officer, Credit Committee.

The World Council of Credit Unions, (WOCCU), joined with the
Caribbean Conference of Credit Unions (CCCU) during the period
July 28 -31, 2019, to host its annual conference at the Atlantis
Resort in the Bahamas. The opening ceremony included a colourful
collaboration of culture and thought provoking presentations from
the WOCCU Chairman (Steve Stapp) and a keynote speaker (for the
first time in the event’s history on the opening night).
Chairman Stapp, presided over the traditional parade of flags and a
cultural tribute with music from the Bahamian Police Band. He also
welcomed Dr. the Honourable Hubert A. Minnis, Prime Minister of
The Bahamas, as the evening’s guest of honour.
The Board Chair set the tone from the onset of the Conference
with a portent of the main thrust of digitization as the key catalyst
and game changing strategy for all credit unions with a growth
mindset, focused on sustainability. He emphasized that “…. the
entire financial services sector is at an important crossroads. In this
conference, you will learn about the best practices, new trends, and
how credit unions are connecting their members, not only to perform
financial transactions, but to also provide commerce—members to
members—and the creation of social platforms to create a positive
community impact.”
More than 2,100 credit union professionals from 61 countries
across the globe attended the Conference—the most since 2013
in Ottawa, Canada. TECU was ably represented by the President,
Kenneth Allum, Directors Orville Andrews, Leonard Chan Chow and
Brent Zephyrine, Credit Committee Member Mervyn Baptiste and
the General Manager, Brian Tangwell. The Conference featured 29
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social networking with their mobile phones and, of course,
their payment services and commerce with their mobile
phones … therefore, it’s only natural they’re going to expect
to access their financial services via their mobile phones.”
He further explained that WOCCU’s goal for 2025 is the
global digitization of the credit union system—and why
cooperatives provide the perfect model for accomplishing
that goal.

keynote presentations from more than 50 speakers—on
topics that included:
•

Digitization

•

Cryptocurrency

•

Cybersecurity

•

Financial Inclusion

•

Regulation and Advocacy

•

Business Strategy and Influence

Denise Julien-Stoute, Head of Marketing and Corporate Communication during her
presentation on Customer Satisfaction.
Mervyn Baptiste, Brian Tangwell and Brent Zephyrine with the President and CEO of
WOCCU, Brian Branch.

TECU also featured prominently at this international event.
Our Head - Marketing and Corporate Communication, Ms.
Denise Julien-Stoute was one of the featured Breakout
Session speakers at the Conference. The title of the
presentation was Market Segmentation the Key to Customer
Satisfaction – A Caribbean Perspective. This presentation
was expertly presented and well received.

WOCCU President and Chief Executive Officer Brian Branch,
channeled Chinese Philosopher Lao-Tzu for his “State of the
Movement” presentation at the Conference, to introduce
the concept of how technological disruption is ushering
in a digital future. “People have become accustomed to
getting their information, getting their news, doing their
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BUYING YOUR FIRST HOUSE
by Mitra Attai

Many years ago, “ my bossman”
gave me great advice- “ Do not
attempt to acquire your DREAM
HOUSE as your first! Buy land or
property in an area where the market
prices match your paycheck. As
your paycheck gets larger, you can
sell the land or property to realize a
small gain, which you can use to get
you closer to your DREAM HOUSE.”

•
Avoid
making
large
purchases – car, expensive
vacations etc. that may reduce
the cash available for the down
payment towards the house
•
Do not go for the house
you can afford; go for the house
you can comfortably repay!
Remember, when you buy a
house there are automatically
additional financial responsibilities e.g. furnishing the
house, utility bills, unplanned repairs, etc.

No matter how good the deal or strong your desire, buying
anything you can’t afford is travelling down the road to ruin.
Look for any opportunity to enhance your awareness
and understanding of the relationships of the housing
market, economic outlook of the country, government
development projects and financial institutions mortgage
offers/promotions.
Any reputable financial institution website will provide a
mortgage calculator for the viewers’ use. The calculator will
compute a possible mortgage repayment when you input
the house price, down payment, interest rate, duration
(how many years to repay the loan), your salary and current
loan repayments. There are limits set for the debt ratio
(debt repayment as a percentage of your paycheck). The
borrower must satisfy this hurdle before the mortgage
application can be processed. The calculator results should
only be used as a guide.

•

Ask the financial institution for your credit rating and
find out how you can improve your rating

•

Meet with the lending officer to get first-hand
information on the requirements to qualify for a
mortgage and the follow on processes and fees

•

Shop around for reputable financial institutions to
gather information on their offerings and qualification
requirements

•

Talk to your friends, family members and co-workers
to gain an insight into what helped them when they
bought their first house

Here are some tips to consider when buying your first
house:

Always be aware that you will find yourself competing
with others for the house you want. You should always pay
attention to the details of lending terms and conditions.

•

Best wishes on your journey to owning your first house!

Follow the housing market; buy when prices are low
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TECU PARTNERS WITH HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
As a Credit Union, TECU takes pride in its commitment
to creating and securing the future of its members, their
families and the communities in which the Credit Union
operates. The society’s commitment is also reflected in its
employees support of community and charity initiatives.

was presented with a number of food items.
TECU thanks its employees for being a true representation
of ‘People Helping People’.

Over forty TECU employees inclusive
of interns extended their support to
prepare and paint the home of an
elderly woman within its fence-line
community. This initiative was part of
a greater ongoing partnership TECU
continues to foster with Habitat for
Humanity.
Habitat for Humanity, since its
inception in Trinidad and Tobago in
1997, has assisted in shelter solutions
for over seven hundred (700) citizens.
The organization helps families within
the community build their own homes
with the assistance of volunteers.
With the assistance of TECU employees
and interns, Habitat for Humanity was
able to present a painted house to the
excited beneficiary. After interacting
with the elderly woman during the
project, employees extended their
assistance through an in-house food
drive. Due to an overwhelming support
by TECU employees, the homeowner

TECU staff celebrate with the recipient home owner and Habitat for Humanity after the
completion of the painting and clean-up project.
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TRIBUTE TO
MR. KENNETH LEWIS
Kenneth Lennox Lewis served with great distinction as a member of
TECU’s Education Committee over the past eight (8) years.

“WHAT OUR
MEMBERS SAY?”

As an independent and conscientious thinker, his contributions to
the deliberations of the Education Committee have been highly
regarded and widely sought.
Mr. Lewis’ tenure as a member of TECU Credit Union spanned
eighteen (18) years. This reflects his longstanding relationship and
commitment to the co-operative philosophy, the most pertinent of
which denotes the phrase: “Not for profit, not for charity but for
service”.
TECU’s Board of Directors, its Management and members of the
Education Committee join with those who mourn the passing of the
late Kenneth Lennox Lewis.

Imtiaz A. Hassa
nali

At TECU, the cash and cheque
dispensing facilities are pleasantly
and incredibly efficient. That is
the reason why I have made them
my main financial institution.
Mr. Kenneth Lennox Lewis
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INTERNSHIP 2019
TECU’s Internship Programme which is held annually, supports full-time tertiary students from the various accredited
institutions. The programme provides practical work experience and promotes career exploration to facilitate an
easier integration into the corporate environment.

The interns were also part of the Habitat for Humanity project and expressed their gratitude for the opportunity to
give back to the community and the less fortunate.
At the ‘End Function’, Keynote speaker, Mrs. Deborah
Jean-Baptiste-Samuel, Attorney-at-Law was the highpoint
of the event. Her encouraging words provoked action from
the attendees to strive to always give their best in all aspects of their life.

The annual Internship Programme, designed for members
and children of members, commenced on 24 June 2019
and concluded on 16 August 2019. Sixteen (16) interns
were assigned to various departments throughout TECU’s
branches in Marabella, Couva
and Point Fortin. This initiative
provided an opportunity for
learning and professional development through mentoring and
training. Training was provided
through a collaborative effort
by PEAPSL representatives and
TECU team members. The interns were guided on communication and interpersonal skills,
emotional intelligence, financial
management, building a virtual
brand, interviewing skills, teamwork, initiative, member focus
and dependability.

TECU interns at the Internship End Function

TECU
AT A
GLANCE
Figures as at

JULY 2019

Shares - $1,701,534,249.43
Loans

- $731,093,930.85

Assets - $2,206,908,576.19
No. of members - 46,242
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TECU
Credit Union
“Creating and Securing Your Future”

Applications are invited for the purchase of lots
from TECU’s land development located at
Soogrim Trace South, Endeavour, Chaguanas.

BUBBLES FOR
LIFE 2019
TECU staff and their family members
danced, ran and walked with over 4,000
individuals at Bubbles for Life 2019.
This was the second leg of the event
at the Brian Lara Stadium. The Trinidad
and Tobago Cancer Society hosted the
event to raise awareness about cancer
in Trinidad and Tobago. On Saturday
24th August 2019, citizens gathered
to support this worthy cause. This year,
TECU staff voted to support Leukaemia
which was represented via the colour
orange. Sporting their bright orange
T-shirts, TECU branded participants
represented the Credit Union as they
supported those who continue to fight.
The event which was well attended
saw participants running through the
signature coloured bubbles.

• One lot per applicant
2

•

2

• Lot prices range from $577,500 to $840,000

TECU’s website: www.tecutt.com.
Fully completed and signed application packages placed in sealed
envelopes, and addressed Chaguanas lands, TECU House, Southern

Incomplete applications will not be accepted.

Contact Details:

Special Conditions Apply

Team TECU at Bubbles for Life 2019.

Marabella | Couva | Point Fortin
800-TECU (8328)
www.tecutt.com

TECU supporters enjoy the signature bubble milestone at Bubbles for Life
Cancer Walk.
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HOW TO SUBMIT A TECU MEMBER S' HEALTH P LAN
CLAIM
USING TH E H EAL TH CAR D(WITH IN NETWOR K)- AP P L ICAB L E IF ONL Y
INSUR ED WITH TECU H EAL TH P L AN
1. Present Health card and valid photo ID to the Provider
2. Await confirmation of the insured’s amount for coverage
3. Pay the difference to the provider & collect your receipt
4. Complete section 1 of the health claim form, including Assignment of Benefits section
N.B.: Do not sign a blank claim form and leave at a Provider. Always check over the information on the
claim form before signing.

P AP ER CL AIMS- AP P L ICAB L E FOR NON- P R OVIDER CL AIMS
1. Carry claim form to be completed by the provider (Dental/Vision/Medical). Pay in full for the
service received and attach all original receipts.
2. Complete section 1 of the claim form, including the “Authorization” section for the insured. If
your spouse (covered under the medical plan) is submitting a claim, the spouse has to sign as
well.
3. For surgical claims or “big” claims, a detailed breakdown must accompany the receipt.
4. Drop off at TECU for processing.
N.B.: All claims MUST be dropped off at TECU and not at Personalized Insurance Brokers (PIB).

P AP ER CL AIMS- CO- OR DINATION OF B ENEFITS
(INSUR ED WITH MOR E TH AN ONE P L AN)
1. Carry applicable claim form to the primary insurer (e.g. Sagicor, Tatil, Beacon, Guardian) to be
completed by the provider (Dental/Vision/Medical). Pay in full for the service received and
attach all original receipts.
2. Complete section 1 of the claim form, including the “Authorization” section for the insured and
spouse if applicable, and Co-ordination of benefits section.
3. For surgical claims or “big” claims, a detailed breakdown must accompany the receipt.
4. Submit to Primary insurer for first processing. Once payment has been received, forward a
copy of the claim and the explanation of benefits (EOB) to TECU for processing.

NB: Prescription claims require a copy of the prescription to:
1. Validate the prescription (valid for 6 months and a 3 month supply)
2. To provide history as this is a new plan

For more information: Call 800-8328 ext. 2377 OR Email at healthplan@tecutt.com
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MEET TECU’S CENTENARIAN
Cecil Felix Lewis was born in the town of Gasparillo which
lies to the east of Pointe-a-Pierre and the north-east of San
Fernando. Born on July 27th 1919, he was the second of
six (6) children – five (5) boys and one (1) girl.

When asked what his thoughts of TECU are, his quick response was, “It is the best thing in the world…my involvement with my credit union was great.” Cecil remembers
that his first loan from the credit union was for the purchase
of a radio which cost eight dollars ($8.00), so he went to the
manager Mrs. Percival Harding to apply for a loan of twelve
dollars ($12.00).

Cecil’s father who was a school teacher, died at the young
age of thirty-three (33). Before his passing, he instructed
his wife to place the children in an orphanage because of
the financial burden that would be placed on her. However, Mrs. Lewis decided that her only daughter should be
with her and so the five (5) boys were taken to the orphanage and the girl was left in the care of her mother.

One of his greatest joys was attending the Annual General
Meetings (AGM). He remembers one year there was no
quorum for the AGM to be held so two of his friends, Ramdhanie Maharaj and Wilfred Huggins joined him in their
pursuit to encourage members to attend when the next
meeting was called. This was the beginning of the Agents
System.

Having attained the age of sixteen (16) years it was now
time to leave the place called home. Cecil was taken from
the orphanage to work at the church in St. James where Father Long was the parish priest. For the next two (2) years
he worked as a Sexton at this church for the “hefty” wage
of five dollars ($5.00) per month.

Cecil recalls representing TECU in Barbados and St. Kitts.
He also served as Property Manager. However, his longest
contribution was on the Education Committee where he
served until 2014. Other notable contributions by this stalwart are his involvement with the OWTU as shop steward;
his involvement in the Marabella Village Council and his
current post as treasurer of the Marabella United Friendly
Society. He has held this position for the past forty (40)
years.

On January 2nd 1938, Cecil entered the “real world” of
work at Trinidad Leaseholds Ltd (TTL), Pointe-a-Pierre. His
entry into TECU began in his early twenties. One of the
founding fathers, James Babb, introduced him to this noble
institution. However, Cecil’s curt response was, “I not ready
for that yet.” Over time he found himself encouraging others to join until he finally decided to become a member.
At that time the credit union was called the Pointe-a-Pierre
Credit Union Co-operative Society Limited.

Cecil Felix Lewis, we express our gratitude to you for being part of our history. At the birth of this Credit Union you
were twenty-seven (27) years old.

Representatives from TECU’s Board of Directors, Mr. Stephen Tang and Ms. Lucy Ottley present Mr. Cecil Lewis with a token to celebrate this 100th milestone.
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Obituaries
August 2019

NAMES

DATE OF DEATH

NAMES

DATE OF DEATH

ANDREWS, Ysault

17-Jun-2019

KOWLESSAR LOOKHOOR, Loretta 21-Jul-2019

BACHOO, Ramsubhag

24-Jan-2017

LAWRENCE, Lethinia

04-Feb-2019

BACHOO, Teddy

30-Jun-2019

LEMESSY, Shawn

22-Oct-2018

BENJAMIN, Antonio

07-Apr-2019

LEWIS, Kenneth

18-Jun-2019

BERNARD, Everard

08-Jan-2018

LOCHAN GOPAUL, Hazare

BISHOP, Thelma

03-Aug-2019

LONEY, Remeigus

01-Jan-2019

BRIDGLAL, Krishna

28-Mar-2019

MASSIAH, Guy

06-Jun-2019

CAESAR, Deon

09-Jun-2019

MASSON, Pauline

09-Aug-2019

CALLENDER, Carl

02-Jul-2019

MATTHEW, George

26-Feb-2019

CAZOE,Bennet

16-Mar-2019

MITCHELL, Geneva

04-Jun-2019

CHUNG, Juliana

12-Jun-2019

MOHAMMED, Zalina

24-APR-2019

COLLIER, Marjorie

30-May-2019

NANAN-MOHAMMED, Kowsil

14-Jul-2019

COX, Learie

03-Aug-2019

NATHASINGH, Evangeline

29-Jun-2019

DANIEL, Errol

05-Aug-2019

NEPTUNE, Judy

01-Nov-2018

DARDAINE, Euronia

29-May-2019

PANTIN, Soondar

18-Jul-2019

DAVIS, Harold

14-Jul-2019

PARIAG, Taitery

08-Jan-2019

DICK, Sarah

30-May-2019

PERSAD, Kishore

17-May-2019

DOON, Parasram

09-May-2019

PETERS, Fitzgerald

20-May-2019

DWARIKA, Gail

09-Aug-2019

PHILLIP, Emmanuel

20-Jun-2019

FRANCOIS, Anthony

29-Jun-2019

RAJPAULSINGH, Gemma

12-May-2019

GARCIA, Akeel

21-Nov-2018

RAJPAULSINGH, Maliya

18-May-2019

GEORGE, Maurice

03-Oct-2016

RAMBACHAN, Ratiram

13-Jun-2019

GOPAUL, Marion

19-Feb-2019

RAMBHAI, Maganlal

12-Jan-2019

GOPAUL. Elsie

06-Jun-2019

RAMLOGAN, Samuel

15-May-2019

JARDINE, Winston

12-Jun-2019

RAMOUTAR, Rogers

05-Feb-2019

JOHN-JACK, Merlin

02-Apr-2019

SINANAN, Lalan

08-Aug-2019

JOHNSON, Harold

17-May-2019

SINGH, Jean

16-Oct-2018

JONES, Ellen

23-Mar-2019

TURNER, Anslem

17-Feb-2019

JOSEPH, Keith

16-Jun-2019

WARRICK, Kimba

18-Feb-2019

KHAN, Azul

08-Mar-2019

ZAMORE, Eulin

18-Jun-2019
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